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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

-

MARCH 2010

Thankyou
First, I wish to thank the outgoing committee members for the wonderful
contributions they have made to continuing success of the Melbourne
Branch of the Ulysses Club.
INSIDE…….

None of the events we enjoy could occur

without the efforts of the members who have volunteered over the years
and actively participated in organising the wide variety of events many of
us may take for granted. The events really are too numerous to mention

· Ride Calendar

here but include things such as AGM, High Country Odyssey, VSK Day, President’s BBQ ride and

· Ride Reports

webpage.

the annual Christmas function plus communication platforms such as the Spare Tyre and the

· A word from our new
President…

Thank you Hank Tigges (president for past 2 years), Jacinta Thomas (secretary for past 2 years

· Pics from the AGM

an extensive period with only a short break in between), David and Mary Apps who were very

Thanks to all those who
post photos on the
website - it makes
“stealing” them for the
Spare Tyre very easy for
me…….

and also treasurer for 3 years back at the turn of the century), Raymond Herd (Webmaster for
active in the organisation of the High Country Odyssey at Mansfield, Calvin de Piazza who was
involved in organising the VSK Day and Michael Stamos who had kept the rally & event pages up
to date on our webpage.

New Committee
Members of the new committee are Perry Stephens (secretary), Margaret Taylor (treasurer),
Greg Rees (quartermaster) plus Lee Brookman, Holly Crowle, Andrew Kennedy, Gary Mutimer
and John Taylor who were elected as general committee members. In addition Kate Clarke has
taken on the role of webmaster and is in the process of transferring the site to a new host and
designing a whole new webpage which amongst other things will make the loading of photos
much easier. Alf Dennemoser has volunteered to take on the role of Spare Tyre editor to relieve
Deb Jasper who kindly took on that role last year (as if 3 years as branch president was not
enough of a contribution) but has now been inundated with an even busier work schedule.
I have retained the role of ride coordinator for this year. Whilst I am willing to serve the branch
for several more years on the committee (if you will have me) I do want to see the positions of
ride coordinator and president separated again next year.

Continued over.......
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MARCH 2010 CONTINUED

Recent Events
It has certainly been eventful since the Branch AGM on the 7th February. Holly celebrated her election by leading her first
branch ride to Redesdale on 14th February. Former branch president Ron Blomley hosted a weekend at Swanpool on the 20th –
21st February which was very well received and attended. Former ride coordinator Bob Harris then hosted a ride over the Labour
Day weekend to Tallangatta and the Sunday was a relatively quiet and restful day after the weather interfered with his plans.
The hailstorms of Saturday did not affect the ride group. New committee member (but regular ride leader anyway) Andrew
Kennedy then led a ride to Seymour via Pyalong on the 14th March for those of us who could not make it to Albany for the
national AGM. The weather was simply perfect for riding and enjoyed by 22 riders.
We also received the fantastic news that Perry Stephens was awarded the Dearnley medal in recognition of his many
contributions to the Ulysses Club. Congratulations Perry.

General
I believe that one of the primary strengths of the Melbourne branch is the fact that we hold regular and very interesting rides
from a variety of starting points and which are open to all Ulysses members irrespective of branch affiliation. In the past I had
heard criticisms that we rode “too fast” but apart from the need to speak to the odd person on occasions for inappropriate (i.e.
unsafe) overtaking practices I believe that the speed of rides is not an issue. Rides are generally led at the speed limit and
participants are regularly reminded that there is no need to try to keep up or ride at a speed that the individual person is
uncomfortable with. Tail riders will always remain behind and arriving 5 minutes after the ride leader is never an issue.
We can only continue to provide this interesting variety of rides if members who regularly participate in rides, volunteer to
actually lead a ride from time to time. I am now looking for some volunteers to lead some rides over the winter months so that
we can keep the calendar full and ensure the continued strength of the Melbourne Branch. I know that some cold and wet days
may occur July through September but we also get some beautiful sunny days which can actually be perfect for riding. As this
cannot be predicted months in advance I feel we need to schedule a ride every week and accept that on occasions if we get
really bad weather, very few participants will attend and that would not be a reflection on the ride leader.
I will be leading the Ice Run on the 22nd to 23rd May. This ride started way back in 1998 and was instigated by Ivan Leishman
(who now lives near Mt Beauty) and I believe our outgoing secretary Jacinta participated in the first Ice Run. It has run every
year since and last year there were over 40 participants. Please do not be put off by the name “Ice Run”. The plan is actually to
cross Mt Hotham before the snow season starts. The Saturday ride is 500+ kilometres and I allow for about 7 hours riding plus
2 hours of rest before arriving at Howmans Gap (near Falls Creek) where we have dormitory style accommodation with a 3
course dinner and full cooked breakfast included in the price of $64.00. It is a great event and night for “couples” and the ride
up the Omeo Highway beside the Tambo River and over Mt Hotham really is worth the effort. The return trip also has some great
roads. Having said all that, the ride is not for the inexperienced or easily fatigued. A lapse in concentration at the end of a long
day could obviously be very dangerous particularly on winding roads. If you do intend to come please contact me as soon as
possible so that I can give advance numbers to ensure the caterers can prepare properly.

Future Events
The next committee meeting will address the organisation of the VSK Day and also the Mansfield Odyssey. Discussion occurred
at the branch AGM over the respective merits of the Arlberg v the golf club as to the best venue for the odyssey dinner. I would
particularly appreciate any comments or feedback from members who have attended the Mansfield weekends regarding the
alternative venues so that the committee can make an appropriate decision regarding this year’s venue.

Having “banged” on about rides more than enough, I would also remind members and prospective
members of our regular social events. We meet at the Tower Hotel in Hawthorn on the 3rd Friday of each
month and at present are experimenting at Highway 31, licensed café at 743 Sydney Rd, Brunswick on
the first Friday of each month. We also meet each Saturday morning at the Tall Ship café at 197 Bay St,
Port Melbourne for breakfast / coffee.
John Cook

SPARE TYRE
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BOB TATE’S “HOT, HOT, HOT”STRATHBOGIE RIDE
10TH JANUARY 2010 - JOHN COOK
Well the day started off cool (pleasant) enough and it was only 20
degrees as I made my way to the starting point. The forecast for
Melbourne was for around 30 degrees and the real heat was
forecast for the following day. In view of the potential for
confusion with the starting point I went to Bunker Hill in case
anybody had gone there instead of Kalkallo. Upon arrival, I met
Victoria, Andrew and David and sent them on to Kalkallo where
Bob was waiting. The problem with Bunker Hill is that the only
exit forces you north up the Hume Freeway and this does not
make for interesting riding whereas Kalkallo provides more
options.
After waiting to ensure there were no more mix ups re the starting point, I went on and joined Bob and the
group at Kalkallo and had the brief opportunity to say hello before Bob
briefed us on the ride and Andrew Kennedy volunteered to perform Tail End
Charlie duties.
Then we were off east along Donnybrook Road, north
through Woodstock, along some interesting roads I had never seen before
and into Whittlesea before the lovely climb up to Kinglake West and on to
Flowerdale. The sight of the numerous recovering trees with their trunks
“coated” in leaves was eerie in its own way. The trip down Break O Day
Road gave us all the opportunity to work on cornering lines and smoothness
before we stopped at Glenburn for morning tea.
The heat was starting to be quite noticeable by this stage but we still
behaved whilst fighting over the shady spots to park the bikes.
After a pleasant break we headed off via Murrindindi to Yea and the heat kept building as we were now north of
the Divide. We then turned north onto Ghin Ghin Road and headed of towards Highlands and I noticed several
people stopping in the shade to get relief from the heat. One member actually became heat distressed and
Victoria saw to him for a while and made sure he was hydrated. He then back tracked to Yarck for more fluids
and made his way home via Yea where he again stopped for rest and fluid.
We continued through the Ruffy & Terip Terip areas to Euroa and
then back down to Strathbogie. Again I got to explore some roads
I had never previously been on and the combination of scenery
and roads was great. Once north of the Divide, the fields took on
a much more yellow and heat affected appearance and this was
quite a contrast to what I was seeing two months earlier. It was
actually 40 degrees by that stage and we were all glad to stop
and have a barbecue and refreshment in the shade beside the
café / store. Most of us then made our way back past Polly Mc
Quinn’s towards Merton and I noticed that Victoria stopped there
for a cooling swim. It is a great little spot but I continued on and
escorted the geographically challenged back to Yea to ensure no
one got lost on the way home. We stopped at Yarck for a final chat and more liquids and also rang the member
who had gone home and confirmed he had got home safely.
Bob – thanks for leading such a well planned ride which provided a great variety of riding and also organising
lunch.
John Cook

SPARE TYRE
RIDE REPORT:
RIDE LEADER:
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SAN REMO— 17TH JANUARY 2010
JOHN COOK
JOHN COOK (MULTI TALENTED MAN!!)

Well after the extreme heat of the previous Sunday, it
was quite cool. The forecast was for scattered showers
but this did not deter all. New members Jan and Bruce
each decided to brave the conditions for their first rides
with the club / branch and they were given a warm
welcome by all. Noel joined us for the day from Sydney
and Brian Taylor brought his friend Graeme along for the
day plus Ken McKay decided to turn out again. Brett
Moore volunteered to perform Tail End Charlie duties on
his Triumph. It was good to have a different person take
on this role and he did it with aplomb, thank you Brett.
A couple of people (who shall remain nameless) failed to
r e ad
the
ride
calendar
properly
and assumed as the
ride was heading off
to Gippsland that it
would be leaving
from Dandenong so a
meeting
at
the
morning tea stop was
arranged. So all in all
it was a good mix of
new, newish and
familiar faces.

We headed off out to Coldstream and then toured via
Gruyere to Wandin to take in the orchard areas and then
along one of my favourites – Beenak Road and on to
Yellingbo before heading south via Cockatoo to Nar Nar
Goon and then along the railway siding towns before
stopping at Bunyip for morning tea. At that stage Kris
did a bike count and we had 21 in total. After a chat,
refreshment and exchanging a few disgraceful lies,
whilst taking in the view from the picnic tables in the
centre of the elevated main street we head off east
again towards Longwarry and then turned south into the
delightful hills of Gippsland and through Athlone before
turning east onto even tighter roads. We then finally
struck some wet roads after avoiding the “scattered”
showers to that point. We then got a rain squall between
Poowong East and Korumburra, but not enough to really
get wet, before heading down to Kongwak which was

was quite busy with its market. We then struck road
works (which were not there when I checked the route a
fortnight ago) in several spots on the way to Glen Alvie and
quite a bit of loose gravel in places plus a few damp
sections of road. The location of “Windy Hill” lived up to
its name and I got to put some wear on the sides of the
tyres even though I was going straight at the time – well
sort of. It was quite a challenge on a fully faired bike
dealing with variable strong wind gusts and coming in and
out of cuttings. After Archie’s Creek we joined the Bass
Highway at Dalyston. The rolling hills of this area were a
lot less green than they were 2 months ago. They provide
a great combination of
scenery and roads
and there are so many
g reat
al ternative
options through that
area of south west
Gippsland that I never
tire of it. We then took
in the ocean views at
Kilcunda (it was very
rough out there with
the strong wind) and
then turned left and
stopped at San Remo. We made use of the Rotunda by
the beach for lunch and many of us enjoyed seafood from
the recently renovated fishing cooperative café. Noel
(from Sydney) then went on to explore Phillip Island and a
number of us made our way back to Tooradin for a break
and an afternoon cuppa. We had quite a heavy rain squall
during that trip which confirmed that jeans are not
waterproof and at one stage it was so heavy for a few
minutes that visibility / spray became problems and all the
traffic slowed. We enjoyed coffee at the café next to the
bakery at Tooradin. Brett continued on at that stage and
waved us goodbye. Jan and Bruce (the first timers) both
indicated that they enjoyed the ride and it was also good
to see several committee members on the ride.

We then continued on to Cranbourne and then headed off
on our various routes home.

SPARE TYRE
RIDE REPORT:
RIDE LEADER:
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LORNE VIA WINCHELSEA ~24TH JANUARY 2010
CEVAT YUCEL

The weather was perfect: mild, little to no wind and slightly overcast to sunny
and not too glary at the start. To my count, there were 24 people starting off
at Ardeer with 3 or 4 new members joining in for their first ride. John Cook
explained the corner marking system and pointed out some general riding,
safety and attitude/behaviour that would be conducive for an enjoyable ride
and day to be had for all participants.
Some of the newer riders were: Robert on a Triumph, Bob on a Hyabusa, Colin on a Yamaha V Star, Frank on a BMW
RS 1100, Tony on a ZX1400 Kawasaki, his wife Jean on the Triumph Sprint ST, Vince on a Suzuki GSX 1400, Garry
and Bev were on an FJR 1300, Paddy on a BMW F800 GS (I think).
Cevat Yucel was the ride leader on a Blackbird and his wife Fatma was pillion/navigator (or should that be the other
way around?). Jack Fei did Tail End Charlie duties (and I being a relative newbe myself, thought he was rather good at
it). And then there were of course a number of regulars ......

Then it was off through the outer suburbs towards Gisborne, where after about 55 km the scenery changed from a
fairly flat landscape to undulating hills, more trees, forested areas and a few more bends in the road. Then we headed
for Bacchus March for morning tea, there were nice views of hills, forests, and the spacious undulating landscape
stretching out, whilst the riding was easy and relaxing at a good pace on good roads.
Morning tea at Bacchus March was good for a chat, break for the bum/legs, coffee/food, the bladder and such - have
a look at John’s photos.....then off again through the Brisbane Ranges. Going through Anakie I realised that we had
not gone quite that far, despite my fairly numb bum
and remembering I had recently put new tyres with a
similar sounding name on my bike which I was keen to
try around some twisties at some stage. We rode
through some undulating hills and gum trees/forest
patches and a number of smallish “1¼ lane width”
road stretches without markings and no trees or much
vegetation - it almost felt like being in the outback a
couple of times for me.

Eventually after a number of turns and stretches of highway alternating with stretches of smaller roads, we got to and
through Winchelsea and headed towards Deans March and Lorne in the Otways, where beautiful rainforest, fern trees
and winding/twisting roads eventually required a little more attention and concentration. We all got to try and enjoy
some twisties after all and my tyres seemed very suitable for these as we were going through the Otways to arrive at
our destination in Lorne.
The weather was fabulous at Lorne with blue skies and a light sea breeze and we found some suitable tables with
benches in the picnic area near the beach for a well earned rest and lunch.
Some people were even patient enough to queue for fish and chips at the busy shops, others had brought their own
food and coffee/drinks and we all enjoyed socialising and chatting about the ride, bikes and all sorts of past and
future events. I realised then that I had forgotten to bring my towel and togs, although the
majority of people who stayed in the water for a while seemed to have wetsuits. This had
turned out to be a very enjoyable and longer than usual ride on a perfect day for it.

Fritz Sewalski #55154

SPARE TYRE
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RIDE CALENDAR : APRIL / MAY / JUNE 2010
Please refer to the website for any last minute changes…… www.ulyssesmelb.com
EVERYONE WELCOME; Friends and family are most welcome to any ride or social event. All rides start at 10am sharp unless otherwise
stated - Don’t be late! For more information call the Ride Leader or our Ride Co-ordinator, John Cook on 03 9728 5769 or 0419 599
530.

Date

Destination

Depart

Rider Leader

Contact Details

4th April 2010

Keith’s Easter ride to Eildon

Lilydale

Keith Gibson

Morning Tea at Yea

11th April 2010

Murchison

Kalkallo

David Paxman

03 9873 8487 or
0403 164 160

18th April 2010

Blackwood Pub

Kalkallo

Jacinta Thomas

03 9324 6445 or
0411 269 869

25th April 2010

Euroa

Lilydale

John Cook

03 9728 5769 or
0419 599 530

2nd May 2010

Drouin

Dandenong

Alf Dennemoser

03 8812 7700

9th May 2010

TBA - Ride Leader needed

16th May 2010

Kyneton

Lilydale

Calvin De Piazza

03 9859 7825

22nd May 2010
to 23rd May 2010

12th Anniversary Autumn Ice Run to
Howmans Gap

Dandenong at
0800 a.m

John Cook

0419 599 530

30th May 2010

TBA - Ride Leader needed

6th June 2010

TBA - Ride Leader needed

12th June to 14th
June 2010

Long Weekend Ride—TBA

20th June 2010

TBA - Ride Leader needed

27th June 2010

TBA - Ride Leader needed

Ideas needed

Contact John Cook

DEPARTURE POINTS
LILYDALE:

DANDENONG:

ARDEER:

BUNKER HILL:

Olinda Hotel, Maroondah
Highway. Left hand side out
-bound from Melbourne—
100 metres from rail crossing. Melway 38 E4

Mobile Service Station on
Princes Highway (next door
to the old Safeway/Maccas

Mobil Quix (McDonalds),
Western Ring Road. Left
hand side out-bound from
Melbourne. Melway 40 B5

Shell Service Station, Hume
Freeway. Donnybrook Road
intersection approximately 2
kms north of Craigieburn
Melway Page 8

Location, near the corner of
Doveton Avenue (and yes,
they do have a toilet!!)
Melway 91 B12

SPARE TYRE
HOLLY’S RIDE
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~ 14TH FEBRUARY 2010

KALKALLO TO REDESDALE (ABOUT 300 KLMS FROM START TO HOME)
Twenty riders and pillions arrived at the starting point a little dubious regarding the weather. We
need not have been as the day turned out perfect (just a little mist
over Mt. Macedon).

Our ride leader started us off with an exercise on negotiating a
roundabout. All came through with flying colours and we
proceeded West towards Clarkfield and then onto the Melbourne
Lancefield road to Bolinda. The traffic was pretty good giving us
the opportunity to take in our surroundings.

At Bolinda Holly led us to the North end of Mt. Macedon, where we encountered the forementioned mist, onto the Old Calder Highway through Woodend and onto Trentham (it wasn't wet)
for morning tea and all those other necessary things. At Trentham some riders had to leave us and
return early.

On leaving Trentham we headed to the outskirts of
Daylesford towards Castlemaine, through Hepburn,
Franklinford and Guildford. North of Guildford we went
through Vaughan Springs. It was evident that this area must
have been involved in gold mining in an earlier era. From
here we took a narrow, windy, bumpy road to Chewton, onto
the Golden Point road and under the new Calder Highway
overpass to Sutton Grange. Some more bends that needed
a lot of concentration (for me anyhow) to Redesdale for
lunch and the usual banter that appears after a great ride. We were met a Redesdale by John
Taylor who was unable to start with us.
It's a couple of years since I last dined at The Redesdale Pub (it's now known as a tavern). Well, I
enjoyed the good old pub meals much more than the Tavern fare (big plate with
miniscule content).

Thank you Holly for a great ride. I know you put a lot of time
and kms. into the planning; I'm saddened by the fact no-one
showed their appreciation by offering to take approx. half an
hour to do a ride report.

Tail-man duty was performed by Bob
Munro, thanks Bob.

The writer of this report, Ron Blomley (couldn't you tell).

SPARE TYRE
RIDE REPORT:
RIDE LEADER:
TAIL END CHARLIE:

Started Lilydale.
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PYALONG - 14TH MARCH 2010
ANDREW KENNEDY
JOHN & KRIS COOK

Present: 22 riders and

one pillion.

Leaving Broadford in a Seymour direction
we mad a sharp left towards Pyalong

Victoria turned on its best weather for the
ride – there is nowhere better this time of
the year. A wide assortment of machines
presented from early 90’s to now. 1300cc
Yamaha most common – though they are

requiring a smart bit of corner marking by
Gary Clifton.

I was slow to indicate as I

made a last second change to our route to
better manage the ride.

Pyalong to

Tooborac then into Seymour for lunch
parking at the hotel and kiosk central to all

too good to be called common.

needs.

Some members departed at or

after lunch but about eight made the return
Our route was Yarra Glen, Healesville,

trip towards Lilydale.

Chum Creek, Toolangi, Glenburn, Break O
Day, Flowerdale, Strath Creek and on to
Broadford for a relaxed morning tea
arriving about 11.30am. Maurie departed
here and Cevat also as his Blackbird again
had electrical gremlins. Hopefully they will
be resolved before the Ice Run.

After all

the times we have been to Broadford,
“Where is the loo?” is still a frequent
question.

Returning was made along the Yea Road
then right to Strath Creek retracing our
outwards trip.

Two incidents on the trip

back. While overtaking a Nissan it decided
to pull out on me – quick application of
brakes. At Strath Creek a fast retrieval of
one our group who otherwise would have
found himself back in Broadford – perhaps.

Thanks to all who attended on a perfect
riding day.

Andrew Kennedy.

SPARE TYRE
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A.G.M.

2010

ALBANY — WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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A.G.M.

2010

ALBANY — WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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QUARTERMASTER’S STORE
Melbourne Branch T-Shirt - in our own distinctive orange & black!
Size

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

Chest cm

75

80

85

90

95

100

105

110

115

120

Garment

105

110

115

120

125

135

140

145

150

155

There may be a delay in receiving your order as we must purchase a minimum quantity of 20 from the
manufacturers. You will be notified when your order is ready. All orders must be accompanied by payment in full.

MELBOURNE BRANCH LOGO MERCHANDISE:

Size

Quantity

Name Badge

Unit Price

Total $

$10.00

Shirt - No Pocket

Size:

$35.00

Shirt - With Pocket

Size:

$38.00

Melbourne Branch embroidered patch 70mm

$7.50

ULYSSES LOGO MERCHANDISE:
Denim patch - 300mm x 300mm - Blue

$4.50

Embroidered patch 70mm

$4.00

Badges - Senior (50+) Gold

$5.00

- Junior (40+) Silver

$5.00

Bike Badge—Gold

$13.50

T-shirt long sleeve Black with large/small logo

Size:

$18.00

T-shirt short sleeve Black with large/small logo

Size:

$16.00

Size:

$25.00

Leather Belt - Black / Brown
Pewter Belt Buckle - Small

$17.00

Pewter Belt Buckle - Large

$18.50

Keyring

$4.00

Chrome Motorcycle Number Plate Frame

$9.00

Braces

$25.00

Windscreen sticker (inside)

$4.00

Windscreen sticker (outside)

$4.00

Reflective sticker

$1.50

TOTAL ORDER
Please make cheques payable to : Ulysses Club Melbourne Branch and mail your order & payment to:
Greg Rees, PO Box 3045 Auburn Vic 3122

Name (for delivery)…………………………………………………………………………………………...…...Phone:…………………………………………
Address:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Name/s to appear on name badge:………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

THE COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT: JOHN COOK

RIDE CO-ORDINATOR : JOHN COOK

Phone:
Email:

Phone:
Email:

03 9728 5769 or 0419 599 530
president@ulyssesmelb.com

COMMITTEE MEMBER: JOHN TAYLOR

SECRETARY : PERRY STEPHENS
Phone:
Email:

Phone:
Email:

03 9458 3053 or 0412 437 899
secretary@ulyssesmelb.com

TREASURER : MARGARET TAYLOR
Phone:
Email:

03 9774 2948 or 0432 683 540
treasurer@ulyssesmelb.com

QUARTERMASTER : GREG REES
Phone:
Email:

0416 109 933
quartermaster@ulyssesmelb.com

03 9728 5769 or 0419 599 530
ridecoordinator@ulyssesmelb.com

03 9744 2948
johntaylor@ulyssesmelb.com

COMMITTEE MEMBER : HOLLY CROWLE
Phone:
Email:

0417 577 702
ghollyfields@gmail.com

COMMITTEE MEMBER : ANDREW KENNEDY
Phone:

03 9725 9267

COMMITTEE MEMBER : LEE BROOKMAN
Phone:

03 9386 4745

For contributions to the Spare Tyre, please contact Alf Dennemoser on 03 8812 7700
Got a funny story?? Something interesting you would like to share??
Something you want to advertise?? Please send it in.
Alf Dennemoser — Spare Tyre Editor
email: sparetyreeditor@ulyssesmelb.com

A fond farewell…….
Over the ten years or so we have been involved with the Melbourne Branch of the Ulysses Club, Jim and I have been
extremely fortunate to meet some wonderful people, many of whom have become firm friends. After spending six
years on committee (three as Treasurer/committee member, and then another three as President/Secretary, we are
bowing out. As most will know, the bikes have been mothballed for health reasons, but you never know…...
sometime down the track we may just “re-appear”…...
Wishing you all good health, happiness, but most of all GOOD RIDING!!
Jim and Deb Jasper

